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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the application of computational intelligence techniques to the
conceptual design and development of a large-scale floating settlement. The settlement in question
is a design for the area of Urla, which is a rural touristic region located on the west coast of Turkey,
near the metropolis of Izmir. The problem at hand includes both engineering and architectural aspects
that need to be addressed in a comprehensive manner. We thus adapt the view as a multi-objective
constrained real-parameter optimization problem. Specifically, we consider three objectives, which
are conflicting. The first one aims at maximizing accessibility of urban functions such as housing and
public spaces, as well as special functions, such as a marina for yachts and a yacht club. The second
one aims at ensuring the wind protection of the general areas of the settlement, by adequately
placing them in between neighboring land masses. The third one aims at maximizing visibility of
the settlement from external observation points, so as to maximize the exposure of the settlement.
To address this complex multi-objective optimization problem and identify lucrative alternative
design solutions, a multi-objective harmony search algorithm (MOHS) is developed and applied in
this paper. When compared to the Differential Evolution algorithm developed for the problem in
the literature, we demonstrate that MOHS achieves competitive or slightly better performance in
terms of hyper volume calculation, and gives promising results when the Pareto front approximation
is examined.

Keywords: evolutionary computation; harmony search algorithm; computational design; floating
city optimization; performance-based design; multi-objective optimization

1. Introduction

Floating settlements have become a lucrative alternative for future urban development, given the
growing number of environmental concerns, such as disasters and rising sea level. However,
their design process is critical and technical and architectural challenges should be considered
simultaneously. In this regard, computational intelligence methods may be very useful to handle
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these complex problems for floating settlement design. This paper aims at the conceptual design and
development of a floating neighborhood by using computational intelligence methods. A coastal
town, Urla, located on the western coast of Turkey close to the city of Izmir, has been chosen
as a site for a floating settlement. We choose to place the proposed settlement in between four
small neighboring islands in the proposed region. The reason is that the area between the islands
provides protection from strong winds and sea currents otherwise present. The proposed settlement
is themed around touristic and yachting activities. In accordance with that, and with respect to
conceptual design, we determine four main functions of the floating neighborhood, namely housing,
yacht marina, yacht club, and public spaces. We thus come across the design problem of how to locate
the abovementioned functions so that a suitable spatial distribution is achieved, in accordance with
our objectives.

In particular, we consider the following three objectives: maximization of accessibility,
maximization of wind protection for keeping living spaces such as houses and yacht marina protected
from wind, as well as maximization of visibility for making commercial places such as houses, a yacht
marina, and a yacht club noticeable from outside the settlement. With respect to these objectives,
we aim to find the most efficient location for these functions. Since wind protection and visibility
objectives, as well as accessibility and visibility, are conflicting objectives, we employ multi-objective
algorithms to solve this complex problem. Specifically, we present the results of the application of
the multi-objective harmony search (MOHS) algorithm to identify suitable solutions for the problem
mentioned above.

To the best of our knowledge, applications of evolutionary computation and swarm intelligence
methods on floating neighborhood design do not exist in any previous study. In [1], the author discusses
floating architectural design using fuzzy logic and rule-based decision support system. IF...THEN
logical statements in the form of a rule base having both controllable and uncontrollable parameters
are transformed into simple linguistic variables. The author uses expert knowledge on motion effects
due to vibration by framing a rule-based decision support model. The model is formed with seven
input variables converted through fuzzy rules into a single output variable. In [2], the author considers
urban water management innovations to reduce vulnerability of urban areas and social aspects that are
relevant to mainstreaming and application of innovations. The author also reflects on the reasons why
the floating structures are more common nowadays, such as land subsidence, increasing sea levels,
increasing population, increase in habitation of areas close to the sea, and climate change. Several
recommendations have been made for floating structures; however, evolutionary optimization or
swarm intelligence methods have not been used in the study. In [3], design considerations for very
large floating structures have been discussed.

As seen above, the literature review on floating settlements is very scarce. At the neighborhood
scale, there is no floating architectural work making use of evolutionary and swarm algorithms.
Evolutionary algorithms are nature-inspired processes mimicking the selection and reproduction
processes in living organisms. Evolutionary and Swarm algorithms provide satisfactory good design
solutions and handle the complexity of the architectural problems. In this regard, Pareto front
approximation is an efficient way to distinguish between inferior and good solutions. Recently,
in [4], the authors worked on identifying configurations of functions for a floating neighborhood
design proposal by using multi-objective optimization. Two evolutionary algorithms are developed
and their results are compared with each other. Differential evolution (DE) algorithm is a stochastic
real-parameter optimization algorithm developed by [5]. DE algorithms have three parameters.
These are the population size (NP), the crossover rate (CR), and the mutation rate (F). These parameters
have a significant impact on the performance of DE algorithms. In [6], a self-adaptive DE algorithm,
called JDE, is developed. It is a very simple and effective algorithm that converges much faster than the
traditional DE, particularly when the dimensionality of the problem is high or the problem concerned
is complicated. In JDE, each individual has its own Fi and CRi values. Initially, they are assigned
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to CRi “ 0.5 and Fi “ 0.9 and they are updated at each generation g as Fg
i “

#

Fl ` r1.Fu i f r2 ă t1

Fg´1
i otherwise

and CRg
i “

#

r3 i f r4 ă t2

CRg´1
i otherwise

, where rj P t1, 2, 3, 4u are uniform random numbers in the range r0, 1s.

t1 and t2 denote the probabilities to adjust the Fi and CRi values. They are taken as t1 “ t2 “ 0.1
and Fl “ 0.1 and Fu “ 0.9. In [7], the authors investigated sustainable designs of floating settlements by
using a multi-objective self-adaptive differential evolution (JDE) algorithm inspired by [6]. The main
contribution of the JDE algorithm was to show that many architectural design problems are mainly
multi-objective constrained real-parameter optimization problems. This paper is an extension of [7] by
developing a multi-objective harmony search (MOHS) algorithm for the same benchmark instance
in order to identify a set of design alternatives for decision-makers. The basic harmony search (HS)
algorithm is developed in [8,9]. Regarding the multi-objective harmony search algorithms (MOHS),
Geem [10,11] proposed two MOHS algorithms for the time–cost trade-off optimization of project
management and water distribution network optimization, respectively. These two MOHS algorithms
employ a strict domination rule in such a way that a new solution is generated by HS operators and the
new solution is replaced by the worst solution in the population if the new solution strictly dominates
the worst solution. However, in the MOHS algorithm developed in this paper, a new population of
solutions is generated by HS operators. Then, the old and new population are merged. To determine
the population in the next generation, the fast non-dominated sorting algorithm in [12] is employed to
identify the non-dominated fronts and the constrained-dominance rule in [12] is used to compare the
solutions. An excellent survey of the applications of HS algorithm can be found in [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem through a concise
definition. Section 3 presents the generative model and MOHS algorithm that have been applied in
this paper. Section 4 discusses the computational results. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.

2. Problem Definition

As mentioned above, the problem in this study is concerned with the establishment of a floating
settlement between four islands in the studied region. We consider four islands (Akça, Yassıca, Incirli,
and Pırnarlı), with their locations shown in Figure 1. In establishing such a settlement, our aims
include architectural and urban planning related ones, such as accessibility, as well as technical ones,
such as location in suitable sea water depths, etc.
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In particular, we consider three main objectives for our problem definition. The first one concerns
the accessibility of our different functions. By accessibility in this study we refer to the walking distance
between the functions. We wish to minimize this distance, so that users of the settlement can easily
move on foot within the settlement. As such, the need for additional transportation is eliminated.
The second objective concerns the protection of our settlement from wind currents present in the area.
The third one is maximization of visibility for making commercial places such as houses, a yacht
marina, and a yacht club noticeable from outside the settlement.

After the abstract establishment of our functions is complete, we consider how to connect
functions, most efficiently with a minimal pedestrian network, which will be realized using pontoons.
In other words, this constitutes a form-finding problem. This is a second phase of our problem
definition, and takes place after the multi-objective optimization.

The following notations are used in the formulation of the problem:

hx “ x coordinate o f houses
hy “ y coordinate o f houses
mx “ x coordinate o f marina
my “ y coordinate o f marina
yx “ x coordinate o f yacht club
yy “ y coordinate o f yacht club
px “ x coordinate o f public area
py “ y coordinate o f public area
pix “ x coordinate o f protected region
piy “ y coordinate o f protected region
dbh,p “ distance between houses and public f unctions
dby,p “ distance between yacht club and public f unctions
dbm,p “ distance between marina and public f unctions
dbm,y “ distance between marina and yacht club
dbh,pi

“ distance between houses and protected area piq , i “ 1, 2
dbm,pi “ distance between marina and protected area piq , i “ 1, 2
noilh “ number o f intersected lines f or houses
noily “ number o f intersected lines f or yacht club
noilm “ number o f intersected lines f or marina
wdy “ water depth f or yacht club
z1 “ accessibility
z2 “ wind protection
z3 “ visibility

2.1. Optimization Model

As mentioned before, we have three design goals, accessibility, wind protection, and visibility,
subject to the constraints of suitable water depth and intersection resolution. Our decision variables
(i.e., chromosome) are given as hx, hy, mx, my, yx, yy, px, py, which are the coordinates corresponding
to one of the following functions: housing, yacht marina, yacht club, and public area.

In our model, we determine the overall accessibility of the public space from all other modules as
in Equations (1)–(3) and the proximity between the yacht club and the yacht marina as in Equation (4).
These accessibility measures in terms of distances are given as follows:

dbh,p “

b

|hx´ px|2 ` |hy´ py|2 (1)

dby,p “

b

|yx´ px|2 ` |yy´ py|2 (2)
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dbm,p “

b

|mx´ px|2 ` |my´ py|2 (3)

dbm,y “

b

|mx´ yx|2 ` |my´ yy|2 (4)

Minimum and maximum distances are desired to be between 300 m and 1500 m. The following
formulas are used to determine the accessibility:

maxp0, min
ˆ

1,
current value´max

min´max

˙

q (5)

d1 “ maxp0, min
ˆ

1,
dbh,p ´ 1500
300´ 1500

˙

q (6)

d2 “ maxp0, min
ˆ

1,
dby,p ´ 1500
300´ 1500

˙

q (7)

d3 “ maxp0, min
ˆ

1,
dbm,p ´ 1500
300´ 1500

˙

q (8)

d4 “ maxp0, min
ˆ

1,
dbm,y ´ 2000
500´ 2000

˙

q (9)

Maximize z1 “ minp
1
d1

,
1
d2

,
1
d3

,
1
d4
q (10)

As the second objective, wind protection needs to be maximized for living spaces, such as
housing spaces and a yacht marina. Through on-site inspection, we have determined that the area
is characterized by a dominant wind coming from the northeast or southeast. For this reason, close
offshore islands should protect other islands close to the coastline, and vice versa. Protected regions are
determined as secluded areas between each pair of islands. Thus, it is desirable to locate the sensitive
functions, namely housing and a yacht marina, near these protected regions. For instance, in Figure 2,
housing is close to the protected regions, but the yacht marina is not close enough.
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To achieve this objective in the model, the distances between desired functions and the protected
regions are first calculated by Equations (11) and (12). Then Equation (13) provides the maximization
of wind protection as follows:

dbh,pi
“

b

|hx´ pix|2 ` |hy´ piy|2 (11)

dbm,pi “

b

|mx´ pix|2 ` |my´ piy| 2 (12)
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Maximize z2 “ p
1

dbh,pi
` dbm,pi

q (13)

The last objective is the maximization of visibility to the functions. Since the yacht club and yacht
marina are commercial functions, they should be made noticeable. There is frequent sailing of cruise
ships near the location in question, which attracts a lot of tourists to the region.

Objective function calculation begins with establishing visual trajectories between the cruise-ship
passing line and the desired functions in the parametric model as illustrated in Figure 3. If the
trajectories intersect with the close offshore islands, it is concluded that the function is not visible from
the particular point. By tracing multiple visibility trajectories along the cruise ship course, we may
obtain a figure of the overall visibility of the settlement functions. We thus focus on maximizing the
visibility figure, calculated as described above and shown in Equation (14), for the relevant functions
in the settlement. For example, the number of intersected visibility lines with the close offshore islands
is six for a housing unit in Figure 4.

Maximize z3 “ p
1

pnoilh ` noily ` noilmq
q (14)
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Decision variables have boundaries, which have been determined so as to describe the water area
between the four islands, after on-site observation and expert opinion:

1101 ă hx ă 4000 (15)
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1184 ă hy ă 3184 (16)

1101 ă mx ă 4000 (17)

1184 ă my ă 3184 (18)

1101 ă yx ă 4000 (19)

1184 ă yy ă 3184 (20)

1101 ă px ă 4000 (21)

1184 ă py ă 3184 (22)

Distances near the wind-protected areas should be restricted to less than 300 m:

z2 ă 300 (23)

Visibility lines should be restricted to less than 5:

noilh ă 5 (24)

noily ă 5 (25)

noilm ă 5 (26)

The real depth data are taken from NAVIONICS, which is an electronic navigation chart and
system for marine and outdoor use. To obtain an approximate sea bottom model, interpolation was
used. By doing so, the location of the functions is controlled to be in a specific water depth. The yacht
club location is restricted to a water depth greater than 20 m:

wdy ą 20 (27)

This constraint also avoids the surface intersections like functions to functions and islands
to functions.

2.2. Form Finding

The second part of the problem is to establish a network of pedestrian pathways among city
functions. This step involves connecting each function by establishing meaningful paths between city
functions, as seen in Figures 5 and 6. Creating the connections between functions is achieved by the
shortest walk algorithm, which obtains the shortest distance between functions, where their locations
are already obtained from Pareto front approximated solutions coming from our MOHS algorithm.
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3. Generative Model and MOHS Algorithm

The parametric model has been created in the Grasshopper (GH) [14] platform. GH is a part of
Rhinoceros [15], a CAD program; it defines geometric entities and performs calculations on Rhinoceros
with great ease through visual programming. The complete GH model can be seen in Figure 7.
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The MOHS algorithm has been programmed in the C-Sharp programming language. The necessary
geometric and measurement operations required for formulating the objectives and constraints in our
problem have been implemented in the Grasshopper design tool, which is a part of the Rhinoceros
CAD product. This tool has been very useful in offering the necessary building blocks (such as the
shortest path algorithm) for computationally implementing our problem. The C-Sharp algorithm
makes use of this tool to calculate objective function values and constraint values. The summary of
this process is shown in Figure 8.
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In the generative model, the coordinates of the functions are defined first, then the functions are
demonstrated with the circles with their specific areas. In the second stage, objective functions are
formulized in the GH model. After setting up the constraints, the MOHS algorithm is implemented as
a plug-in for the GH environment, as mentioned previously. After choosing a design from the set of
design alternatives handled by the optimization, the shortest walk component was used in the GH
environment to generate the streets between each function.

As mentioned previously, the basic harmony search (HS) algorithm is developed in [8,9].
It is a populated optimization method. The natural musical performance process is the key to the HS
algorithm. This happens when a musician looks for a better state of harmony. In the HS algorithm,
solutions are defined as harmonies and each harmony has an n-dimensional real vector. An initial
population is randomly constructed as a harmony memory (HM). Then, generation of a new candidate
harmony is achieved by all of the harmonies in HM through the use of a memory consideration,
a pitch adjustment, and a random selection. Then, HM is updated by comparing the new harmony
with the worst harmony vector in HM. This process is repeated until a certain termination criterion
is met.

There are five basic parameters in the HS algorithm. These are the harmony memory size
(HM), the harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR), the pitch adjusting rate (PAR), the distance
bandwidth (BW), and the termination criterion. Suppose that Si “ tsi1, si2, . . . , sinu represent the ith

harmony vector in the harmony memory and sij P
“

LBj, UBj
‰

, j “ 1, 2, . . . , n where LBj and UBj are
the lower and upper bound for each dimension j, respectively. The HMS is the total harmonies in
the memory as tS1, S2, . . . , SHMSu. In other words, the population size is HMS. A harmony vector
Si “ tsi1, si2, . . . , sinu is randomly and uniformly generated as follows:

sij “ LBij `
`

UBij ´ LBij
˘

ˆU p0, 1q , j “ 1, 2, . . . , n (28)

where LBij and UBij are lower and upper bounds for each dimension j and U p0, 1q is a uniform random
number between 0 and 1 for each dimension (decision variables).

Three rules are employed to improvise a new harmony vector, Snew. These rules are a memory
consideration, a pitch adjustment, and a random selection. As shown in Algorithm 1, a uniform
random number U p0, 1q is obtained. If U p0, 1q is less than the HMCR probability, each dimension
snew,j is obtained by the memory consideration; otherwise, random selection is used and snew,j is
obtained by Equation (28). Memory consideration chooses any harmony a in the range t1, 2, . . . HMu
as snew,j “ sa,j. Then, each dimension snew,j will be modified by a pitch adjustment rule with a
probability PAR if it is updated by the memory consideration. The pitch adjustment rule is given
as follows:

snew,j “ snew,j `U p´1, 1q ˆ BW (29)

where U p0, 1q is a uniform random number between 0 and 1 and BW is the distance bandwidth.
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Algorithm 1 Basic Harmony Search

1: for (i “ 1 to HM) do
2: for (j “ 1 to n) do
3: if (U p0, 1q ă HMCR) then
4: snew,j “ sa,j where a P p1, 2, . . . , HMSq
5: if pU p0, 1q ă PAR q then
6: xnew,j “ xnew,j `U p´1, 1q ˆ BW
7: else
8: xnew,j “ LBj `

`

UBj ´ LBj
˘

ˆ U p0, 1q
9: endif
10: endfor
11: if p f pxnewq ă f pxwqq then xw “ xnew

12: endfor

Once a new harmony vector snew is obtained, it is compared to the worst harmony vector in the
HM. The selection is based on the survival of the fittest between snew and the worst harmony vector sw

in the HM. In other words, if snew is better than sw, it will replace the worst harmony vector to become
a new member of the HM. In the traditional HS, population size is taken as small and at each iteration
only one harmony is generated. However, in this paper, we generate HM number of harmonies as
shown in Algorithm 1.

The above HS is designed for single-objective unconstrained/constrained real-parameter
optimization problems. In order to extend it to a multi-objective constrained optimization problem as
in this paper, we mainly use the non-dominated sorting approach and constrained-domination rule of
NSGA-II algorithm of Deb [12]. An excellent review of multi-objective genetic algorithms (GAs) is
provided in [16]. In order to ease the understanding of the MOHS algorithm, we briefly summarize
the NSGA-II algorithm as follows:

Most GAs employ Pareto-ranking approaches. In the Pareto-ranking approach, the concept
of Pareto dominance is used to give a rank to each solution. The population is ranked by using a
dominance rule and ranks are determined as f1, f2, .., fk. The first rank f1 corresponds to the Pareto
front of the population. Goldberg [17] proposed the first Pareto ranking technique with a population P
with size N as follows:

Step 1: Set i “ 1 and tempP “ P.
Step 2: Determine non-dominated solutions in tempP and assign them to rank fi.
Step 3: Set tempP “ tempP ´ fi. If tempP “ ∅, then go to Step 4, else set i “ i ` 1 and

go to Step 2.
Step 4: For every solution s P P at generation g, assign a rank ri ps, gq “ i i f s P fi.

However, NSGA-II uses the fast non-dominated sorting algorithm to establish non-dominated
fronts. Another distinct feature of the NSGA-II algorithm is the crowding distance approach to generate
a uniform spread of solutions around the best-known Pareto front. The crowding distance is calculated
in NSGA-II as follows:

Step 1: Rank the population and determine non-dominated fronts f1, f2, .., fk.
Step 2: For each front j “ 1, ..k, repeat.

Step 2.1: Sort the solutions in f j for each fitness function x in the increasing order.
Set l “

ˇ

ˇ f j
ˇ

ˇ Suppose that si,x is the ith solution in the sorted list with respect to the
objective function x. Make sure cDx ps1,xq “ 8 and cDx

`

sl,x
˘

“ 8. Suppose that
the fitness function is denoted as Fx.
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Step 2.2: Calculate the crowded distance for i “ 2, .., l ´ 1 as follows:

cDx
`

si,x
˘

“
Fx

`

si`1,x
˘

´ Fx
`

si´1,x
˘

Fmax
x ´ Fmin

x

Step 3: To find a crowding distance of a solution s, add up the crowding distances with respective
to each fitness function, i.e., cD psq “

ř

x cDx psq.

In NSGA-II, this crowding distance measure is a tiebreaker for the crowded tournament selection
operator. Two solutions, x and y, are randomly selected. Then, if the solutions are in the same
non-dominated front, the solution with a higher crowding distance is chosen. Otherwise, the solution
with the lowest rank is favored. Since we deal with a constrained problem in this paper, we also
employ the constrained-domination concept in NSGA-II [12]. In [12], the constrained-domination
concept works as follows: A solution x is said to be constrained-dominated a solution y if one of the
following conditions is satisfied:

‚ Solution x is feasible and solution y is infeasible.
‚ Solutions x and y are both infeasible; however, solution x has a smaller constraint violation than y.
‚ Solutions x and y are both feasible, but solution x dominates solution y.

In the constraint tournament method, first, non-constrained-dominance fronts f1, f2, .., fk are
determined in such a way that the constrained-domination principle is employed instead of the regular
domination principle. Note that set f1 is the set of feasible non-dominated solutions in the population.
In the constraint tournament selection, two solutions x and y are randomly chosen from the population.
Between x and y, the one with a lower front is preferred. If solutions x and y are both in the same
front, then the one with a higher crowding distance is the winner. Now, we are ready to give the
computational flow of the proposed MOHS algorithm as follows:

Procedure MOHS:

Step 1: Create a random harmony population P0 of size HM and set g “ 0.
Step 2: Apply harmony search operators to P0 and obtain offspring population Q0 of size HM.
Step 3: If the stopping criterion is satisfied, stop and return Pg.
Step 4: Set Rg “ Pg YQg.
Step 5: Using the fast non-dominated sorting algorithm, identify the non-dominated fronts

f1, f2, .., fk in Rg.
Step 6: For i “ 1, .., k, do the following steps:

Step 6.1: Calculate crowding distance of the solutions in fi.
Step 6.2: Create Pg`1 as follows:

‚ i f
ˇ

ˇPg`1
ˇ

ˇ` | fi| ď HM, then set Pg`1 “ Pg`1 Y fg

‚ i f
ˇ

ˇPg`1
ˇ

ˇ` | fi| ą HM, then add the least crowded N´
ˇ

ˇPg`1
ˇ

ˇ solutions from fi to Pg`1.

Step 7: Use crowded tournament selection to select a harmony from Pg`1. Apply harmony
search operators to Pg`1 and obtain offspring harmony population Qg`1 of size HM.

Step 8: Set g “ g` 1 and go to Step 3.

4. Computational Results and Discussion

The MOHS algorithm is run on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3210M CPU @2.50GHz computer
with 4 GB of RAM. We compare the MOHS algorithm to the JDE algorithm in [6] as mentioned before.
The population size is taken as 100 for both algorithms. Both algorithms performed 100 generations
for each run. We took five runs for each algorithm with a different seed number. In order to analyze
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the performance of algorithms, we employ the hypervolume (HV), measuring the volume of the
non-dominated portion of the objective space, as a performance metric [18]. Among the five replications
with different numbers (S), we report the best, median, worst, and standard deviation values at
generation 100 as given in Table 1 for JDE and MOHS algorithms, respectively. In addition, the line
plot of HV values for both algorithms is given in Figure 9.

Table 1. Hypervolume values of JDE and MOHS algorithms at generation 100.

Algorithm S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Best Median Worst Std

JDE 0.99985 0.9979 0.99941 0.98133 0.99917 0.99985 0.99917 0.98133 0.007972
MOHS 0.99898 0.99993 0.99902 0.99834 0.99955 0.99993 0.99902 0.99834 0.000627

As seen in Table 1 and Figure 9, both algorithms have a good performance in 100 generations for
the best, median, worst, and Std values of HV. In addition, the proportions of non-dominated solutions
are similar. The MOHS algorithm was slightly more robust than the JDE algorithm because the standard
deviation was slightly smaller. These values are very close to each other because both algorithms
employ the non-dominated sorting procedure and constrained-domination principle borrowed and
adopted for JDE and MOHS algorithms from NSGA-II.

The chart of the non-dominated solutions ( f1 f ront) for the JDE algorithm at generation 100 and
MOHS at generation 100 can be seen in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Since we have a feasible set
of solutions, the seed number 3 is selected for the JDE algorithm, and seed number 2 is selected for
the MOHS algorithm. Additionally, in each figure, we pick three solutions. They represent different
design alternatives generated by the algorithms for the decision-maker.

In the first selected solution from the JDE algorithm in Figure 12, wind protection for houses is
satisfied but it is not valid for the visibility of the yacht marina. On the other hand, accessibility is very
high and the visibility of the yacht club is satisfying. For the second selected solution in Figure 13,
privacy is good for both houses and the yacht marina, but there is an interesting placement between
houses since different modules of houses are far away from each other. Although the visibility value is
higher in this solution, one housing module prevents the visibility of the yacht club. The third selected
solution from the JDE algorithm shown in Figure 14 has very poor wind protection. However, the
yacht club is very noticeable and accessibility is satisfactory.
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If we consider the selected solutions from the MOHS algorithm, the most accessible solution,
which is the first one, represents a different configuration than the one in the JDE algorithm, as
seen in Figure 15. This is because, in this design alternative, all functions are coming together.
For the second one chosen from the MOHS alternatives (Figure 16), all objectives are highly desirable.
However, the third solution chosen from the MOHS algorithm is very similar to the second selected
one, with only the location of one house unit seriously changed (Figure 17).
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a multi-objective optimization of the conceptual design and development of
a floating settlement. The goal was to configure the city functions (i.e., housing and accommodation,
yacht marina, yacht club, and public areas) so as to maximize accessibility, wind protection,
and visibility subject to both technical and architectural constraints. Then, a suitable form was
generated by shortest walk algorithm establishing pathways between functions, where their locations
were gathered from solutions through a multi-objective heuristic optimization process.

Because wind protection, accessibility, and visibility objectives can conflict with each other,
multi-objective JDE and MOHS algorithms are applied to solve this complex problem and identify
alternative design solutions for decision-makers. Through the experimental results, we show that the
two proposed algorithms generated satisfactory design solutions. The computer renderings of the
proposed floating settlement design can be seen in Figures 18 and 19.
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